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Minutes of Meeting



3 4 5 6 7 8



1. Welcome Prof. Bunthan welcomed all of the delegates and guests, including Dr Nith Bunlay (Deputy Director General of Higher Education, Ministry of Education, Youth and Sport) to the 15th GMSTEC AGM. RUA is co-hosting the meeting with RUPP. He noted that this will be the last meeting as a charitable trust and next year, the group will be operating under the GMSTEC MoU. He reviewed the agenda to be discussed.



9 10 11 12 13 14



In his welcome address, Prof. Bunthan commented that it is the start of a new academic year at RUA and he highlighted the role of education in the agriculture sector, which is a priority for the Cambodian government. RUA will play an important role in the development of agriculture and rural development in the country to meet the new export goals in the sector. The development of higher education in Cambodia means more international cooperation, and RUA and RUPP take pleasure in hosting the GMSTEC AGM.



15 16



Prof. Bunthan introduced academic staff, Deans and Vice Rectors from RUPP and RUA who were in attendance, and the supporting staff and organising committee. He Introduced Dr. Nith Bunlay.



17 18 19



Dr. Nith Bunlay expressed a warm welcome to the delegates. He was honoured to preside over the 15th AGM. GMSTEC signifies close collaboration in GMS region and human resource development. He conveyed his thanks for everyone’s active participation.



20 21 22 23 24



He commented that as Cambodia prepares for ASEAN integration in 2015, Cambodian higher education needs to adjust to cope with emerging trends in order to compete in the market. Current reforms include: improving learning and teaching practices; academic staff development; building capacity; integration with sectors; skills development; and policy development to guide advancement in mathematics, technology and agriculture.



25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33



He stated that the Ministry of Education is in the process of finalising higher education policy reforms. The government is determined to link higher education development and industry to support each other to produce quality human resources. They are looking forward to graduates getting jobs and internships, which contribute to economic development. Cambodian higher education needs to be competitive so research and services can increase. They must also facilitate lifelong learning to promote ongoing skills development of workers. In responding to the need to lift Cambodia, universities must improve access to higher education and spearhead producing human capital in these areas through local and regional cooperation, and collaboration in regional and subregional networks. He appreciates input from the GMSTEC member universities.



34



Gifts were exchanged and a group photo was taken.



35 36 37



2. Commencement of the Annual General Meeting The Annual General Meeting of the Greater Mekong Subregion Tertiary Education Consortium (GMSTEC) Trust commenced.



38 39



The Chair, Prof. Bunthan, warmly welcomed participants. Apologies were received from Can Tho University.
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3. Minutes of the Previous Meeting The Chair called for any corrections to the minutes of the previous meeting.



3 4



Mr. Howe noted a correction on page 8, item 11. Khon Kaen, not KMUTT made the website. Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong noted KKU was misspelled in the same place.



5



Resolution 1: The corrections and minutes were approved from the last meeting.



6 7



4. Actions Arising from the Minutes Mr. Howe reported on actions from the previous minutes.



8 9 10



On page 5, section 6, he noted that a long discussion was had about the dissolution of the trust fund at the last meeting. In April, the Secretariat sent around a resolution to use the remaining funds for a leadership camp. The item was approved and resolved.



11 12 13 14



The next action item was around the GMSTEC MoU. Most universities signed the new MoU at the last meeting. However, NUOL wasn’t able to sign at that time. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Somphone arranged for the agreement to be signed afterwards and copies were circulated to the trustees today. The item was resolved.



15 16 17 18



There was discussion around membership and the members hoped to invite some other universities to join this meeting, including Yangon University and Chang Mai University. Unfortunately, Mr. Howe and Prof. Rabel were not able to visit and introduce them to GMSTEC activities in the time available. It would be good to discuss this item further today.



19 20 21 22



The Study Abroad Programme in cooperation with Victoria University was marketed with a US Study Abroad Partner, but it was not able to attract enough students and the programme did not proceed. Victoria University was since approached by the New Zealand government to organise a programme for New Zealand students to study abroad. This will be discussed further later in the meeting.



23 24 25 26



The next item discussed was capacity building and the accounting project in Lao. Victoria University has been working closely with NUOL to develop a project proposal for consideration by the World Bank to provide Masters level training at NUOL’s Department of Accounting. A copy of the proposal has been included in the meeting papers.



27 28 29 30



The last meeting was hosted by HUST and 2+2 collaboration between HUST and Victoria University had been discussed. Mr. Howe reported that Victoria University is in the final stages of discussions with HUST to set up a 2+2 programme in Engineering, specialising in Software Development. Mr. Howe commented that this is a good outcome.



31 32 33



Prof. Bunthan asked whether anyone else had action items. He noted that RUA would be hosting a group of academics from KKU in the coming weeks, which was supported by RUA and the Thai Embassy.



34



The Chairman concluded this section.



35 36 37



5. Annual Report and Financial Statements Mr. Howe provided a report on the 2012/2013 Annual Report and Financial statements. Key points noted were:
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The main issue in the last year has been the transition from a charitable trust to becoming a new association under the new MoU. In order to disperse the remaining funds, the members should be looking for opportunities that are effective and add value for students and partners. The leadership camp was suggested to create stronger connections and develop greater cooperation. This idea was well-supported by the members. A written resolution was approved and Victoria University is actively working on developing the programme, which Cara Jacoby will report on later in the meeting. Mr. Howe said that Victoria is looking forward to having students join us in New Zealand and he hopes the programme is a first in ongoing student exchange.







Mr. Howe continued that once the camp is run, the funds will be largely used up, which is the intention and the group can move forward to the new status. In reviewing the funds, about $61K was allocated for running the camp, with a few thousand dollars leftover. The details of the Leadership Camp budget will be discussed later as there may need to be additional funds allocated to cover increased airfares. Once funds have been dissolved, the charitable trust can formally disband and move into the new status as an association of universities under the MoU, which is expected to take place in December 2013 or early 2014.







As mentioned earlier, the Mekong Study Abroad programme did not succeed. Mr. Howe thanked all of the partners for their efforts in thinking about what students could do in coming to partner universities. He noted that the work done will still be relevant if we are able to get New Zealand students to come, which Prof. Rob Rabel will discuss later in the meeting.







Mr. Howe visited Lao in May, along with an accounting professor from VUW, and had an excellent discussion about how to set up the programme, which will be delivered partly in Lao and partly in New Zealand. The focus of the programme is on upgrading the qualifications of NUOL staff to be able to offer a Master’s programme. Lao will need improved international accounting standards to prepare for ASEAN integration in 2015. The proposal has been sent to the World Bank for approval. VUW and NUOL are well-placed to deliver the programme if the funding is provided.



33 34 35



Mr. Howe concluded that financial statements are attached to the report. Funds used over the last year were to wind down the trust. Equity at the end of the period is 66k, down from last year, which reflects the use of funds for GMSTEC research fellowships. Income is slightly down at 10k.



36 37 38 39 40



Prof. Rabel added to Mr. Howe’s comments on VUW’s attempt to run a study abroad programme for US students. Although it wasn’t successful in the first tries, the proposal shouldn’t be discarded and it may be worthwhile to revisit a programme which is attractive to US and European students. If such a programme would be successful with New Zealand students, it could take place in a year’s time or 18 months. The concept is very attractive and can involve all GMSTEC partners.



41 42



Dr Tung asked about item 9 in the financial report. He noted that in 2012, the equity was over 93k in surplus. He asked why this was the case, and where it was from.
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Mr. Howe stated that the funding accumulated from a combination of things, including membership fees. Some universities made lump sum contributions when GMSTEC was established, including VUW and ANU, and about four years ago, both universities also contributed about 10K each to support fellowships. He continued that equity is declining because the Trust has been doing a lot of activities lately, including funding fellowships (4k for each times 8 or 9). The Leadership Camp will use a large portion as well.



7 8 9 10



Dr. Ravy commented that she went to the bank to make the membership payment last year, as she had been absent from the meeting and was unable to pay directly. She commented that on a $400 membership fee payment, the transfer fee was $38, which was deducted from the payment, not in addition to. She asked how it was possible to make these transfers.



11 12 13 14 15 16



Mr. Howe replied that this is a problem that a lot of members have and there has been a lot of email exchange about how to resolve it. He said that from the point of view of records, it’s fine if the bank transfer fees of about $30-$40 are deducted as the full amount is noted in the receipt. Membership fees are included as a line item in the financial report. The receipts reflect the amount in the bank account, not the full amount transferred. If this causes a problem, he can provide a letter with the reason why.



17 18 19



Mr. Howe continued that most membership fees, which were invoiced early this year, have already paid for 2013. He asked members who haven’t paid to please remember to do so. Next year’s membership fees will be invoiced next year.



20



Dr. Tung asked to double check whether NEU has paid and Mr. Howe said he would check.



21 22 23 24



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom commented that RUA is a member of the Southeast Asian Veterinary Association and the fee is only $100. Because doing a money transfer is time consuming and the fees are high, members handle their payments at meetings. She proposed this idea for GMSTEC membership fees as well.



25 26 27 28



Mr. Howe thanked her for the helpful suggestion and commented that a number of members do this already. There is no problem in doing that if everyone understands that is how we will operate. He suggested that if anyone wishes to do this, to arrange it with him in advance so he can bring the receipts to the meeting; otherwise, please continue to use the bank.



29 30 31 32 33



Mr. Howe had one more thought on financial matters. He reminded everyone that from next year, GMSTEC won’t be a charitable trust and it is not essential to be audited annually. He asked whether trustees would like the accounts to continue being audited or whether a third party is needed to look over the accounts. The annual cost of an audit is $2500. From next year, we are beginning from a low base and audit costs would be on the books.



34 35



Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong suggested that we don’t need an audit and can trust the secretary. In order to minimise the cost in the new system, he proposed agreeing on a new system at the meeting.



36 37 38 39



Mr. Howe noted that we still need to have a financial system to work within, which is most likely the VUW system, and we need to abide by those requirements. The VUW system would provide a lot of control over the use of funds and financial records, and can still provide the same financial statements as now.
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1



Prof. Dr. Son agreed and supported the idea.



2



Prof. Dr. Bunthan asked for a resolution about the annual report.



3 4



Resolution 2: The Annual Report and Financial Statements for GMSTEC for 2012/2013 were approved.



5



Mr. Howe proposed the resolution to not have an audit for 2014. Everyone agreed.



6 7



Resolution 3: The Annual Report and Financial Statements under the new structure do not require an audit as long as the reporting is managed within a controlled system.



8 9 10 11 12



6. GMSTEC Membership Mr. Howe circulated signed MoUs from last year to everyone who signed. There were two institutions – RUPP and Yunnan - who weren’t present last year and didn’t sign. He proposed that for the universities who weren’t present at the last meeting, he would add a one page schedule to the agreement that those institutions could sign today.



13



Ms. Xinran said that Yunnan University would sign at a later date.



14 15



Mr. Howe summarised that we would prepare a brief document for Dr Ravy to sign to include RUPP in the MoU. Signing would be arranged for Yunnan at the next meeting.



16 17 18 19 20 21



Mr. Howe mentioned the recruitment of new members at the last meeting and unfortunately he and Prof. Rabel had been unable to visit any of the suggested institutions. He said Yangon University and Chang Mai University would still be good to invite. Chang Mai University attended a GMSTEC meeting previously and two Myanmar institutions attended in 2005. He suggested that it would be ideal to visit and talk to them about GMSTEC first before inviting them to the meeting. He asked for discussion as to how to move ahead.



22 23 24



Dr. Ravy asked about how membership would be extended in the future, would there be an application process for interested universities, and what would the membership fee be under the new agreement. She asked about an increase of $100 or more per university.



25 26 27



Mr. Howe said the criteria for selecting new members are to act in good faith to support the mission of GMSTEC and to be active in developing cooperation in the region. It is up to GMSTEC members to choose members who would be a good fit and to invite them.



28 29 30 31



Prof. Rabel said it was a good idea to increase fees if others agreed and suggested a $100 increase on the low fee and $200 on the high fee. He noted that a modest increase would be timely to give a better base to achieve things as we move forward with more and diverse projects. He proposed a resolution to increase by $200 on the high fee (for VUW), and $100 on the low fee.



32 33



Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong agreed that it was a good idea to increase membership fees because in 2015, we will be part of ASEAN community and it will be good to get more activity going.



34 35



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut also agreed but said it would depend on the activities as to what the benefits of the network are. She noted that growing collaboration and recruiting more members will
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make the network stronger but asked whether we should we expand to other areas when we have a common background now.



3



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Somphone said it would be ok for Lao.



4



Prof. Dr. Bunthan asked for a resolution to increase the membership fee.



5 6



Prof. Rabel moved a formal resolution to increase the membership fee to all GMSTEC members apart from VUW by $100, and for VUW by $200 (USD).



7 8



Resolution 4: The membership fee to all GMSTEC members apart from VUW will increase by $100, and for VUW it will increase by $200 (USD).



9



Prof. Dr. Bunthan called for discussion about the criteria for new members.



10 11



Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong suggested sticking to the previously suggested universities. Current members may need to liaise with the suggested invitees to tell them how we work together.



12 13 14 15 16



Mr. Howe thanked Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong for his suggestion. He said one challenge as Executive Director is that it can be difficult to meet prospective members and suggested that it may be more effective for trustees who are already engaging with these partners to explore possibilities and see if they are interested in joining the network. He noted that the case of Myanmar is a little more complicated and asked whether any GMSTEC institutions are working with Myanmar at the moment.



17 18



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom said that RUA has friendly connections with some Myanmar universities – the Veterinary Medicine University and Yangon University - and can use this network.



19 20 21



Mr. Howe said that Yangon University of Economics and Yangon University came to visit a previous GMSTEC meeting as observers. They weren’t in a position to travel or come to meetings and we haven’t had any contact with them recently.



22 23 24 25 26



Prof. Rabel noted that we should do everything we can to have a university from Myanmar join as they are the missing link in the network. He suggested that we go back to our universities and find out about other relationships each university may have. We can correspond via email to find out which one would be good to pursue. This might include a visit by someone to talk to people on the ground at that university.



27 28 29



Dr. Ravy said she had recently been to Myanmar for a meeting as a representative from RUPP. She suggested the University of Mandalay and Yangon University would be worth considering. She said RUPP also had a connection with the Rector of Yangon University.



30 31



Action Item 1: Prof. Dr. Bunthan said that RUA would try to contact someone in Myanmar and invite them to become a member for next meeting.



32 33 34 35



7. GMSTEC Intercultural Leadership Programme (ILP) Ms. Jacoby thanked everyone for sending in their applications and that it was very exciting to have such diverse and high quality students to participate in the programme. She noted that the applications were due on the 24th of September.



36



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Tung said the HUST had all of the applications now.
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Dr. Ravy said RUPP was very supportive and had already received 30 applications. She asked when the final decision on applications would be made.



3 4



Ms. Jacoby noted that the final decision would be made by the week of the 24th and partners would be advised then.



5 6 7



Mr. Howe suggested that there could still be an opportunity for others to come if some universities don’t send their applications. He asked for approval to select more applications from the total submitted if this happened. Everyone agreed.



8 9 10



Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong suggested that more than two students from each University could join if they were partially sponsored by their school or through another means, but he noted that it may be too tight for this time.



11 12 13 14 15 16



8. World Bank Project in Accounting in Lao PDR Mr. Howe highlighted the collaboration between the Accounting Department at NUOL and the School of Accounting and Commercial Law at VUW to strengthen the Accounting Depart at NUOL with support from World Bank. He said there had been good discussions between the universities, and they have submitted a proposal to the World Bank, along with an estimated budget of $2.5 million USD.



17 18 19



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Somphone noted that NUOL needed to work on some academic matters but they had no other concerns. Mr. Howe said that the reason for the delay from the World Bank was because of further discussions between the World Bank and the Lao government.



20 21



Prof. Dr. Bunthan commented for members to contact NUOL or Mr. Howe if they wished to be involved in the project.



22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38



9. VUW Study Abroad Programme with Education New Zealand (ENZ) Prof. Rabel introduced the Prime Minister’s Scholarships to Asia, with $1 million available in the first year, and Education New Zealand has indicated they are willing to receive proposals as to how to spend this. The VUW course is called “Understanding Southeast Asia” and is to be taught by some VUW academics, plus an offshore component. He proposed that some of that time is spent working with GMSTEC partners. ENZ has agreed in principle that they will fund the programme for 25-30 students. VUW has prepared a draft outline, but isn’t sure which countries and/or partners are feasible. He said it is an exciting opportunity for GMSTEC members to participate and use networks and contacts to expose VUW students to businesses in your region. NZ Embassies in the region are supportive. The timeframe would be over the New Zealand summer and students would travel to the region in January and February. May/June could be an alternative time. The programme may be repeated in future years if it is successful and it can be a model for other students who are selffunding from US and Europe. He hoped the GMSTEC members were interested in cooperating with VUW on the programme. Payment for lectures and other costs associated with the programme would be discussed. He said that ENZ liked the programme because it would give young New Zealanders a chance to get familiar with the region and the cultural diversity, and it is a great counterpart to the Leadership Camp as it brings New Zealand students to this region.
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Mr. Howe commented that the budget would cover all costs associated in running the programme. Once the destinations were worked out, the specifics would follow.



3 4 5



Dr. Tung said the format sounded similar to a US Study Abroad Programme. NEU would be happy to receive students in Economics or Engineering and would like information on the topic / subject that the host university should deliver.



6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13



Prof. Rabel didn’t know which disciplines students would come from, but they would likely be diverse and can come from all NZ universities. Partners could focus on broad topics that would be covered which would reflect the strengths of each university. For example, NEU could cover the economy or the role of Vietnamese government, UEH could speak on the business environment, Can Tho could cover environmental challenges, KKU could speak on the regional development in Thailand, KMUTT might talk on the interface between the technology and business sectors with development, Cambodian universities could cover topics related to development challenges and responses. The course is a general introduction to Asia for students, from all academic backgrounds.



14 15 16



Mr. Howe said that in addition to covering academic topics at universities, the programme should also expose students to the culture and language of each destination and perhaps each university could offer a simple programme on culture and/or language.



17 18 19



Prof. Rabel noted that just as with the ILP, there should be some opportunities for the NZ students to mix with local students at the universities, perhaps in a cultural presentation, and could include alumni from the ILP.



20 21 22 23 24



Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong commented on a similar project that KKU is receiving funding from the Thai government for and will also run in January or February to help Thai people understand Southeast Asia. The programme will include an internship programme as well as a programme for language and culture. He suggested the programmes align and create some opportunities for the New Zealand students to join in.



25 26



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut supported the idea of the programme and suggested pharma / herbal medicine programme, or an agricultural programme as the KMUTT contribution.



27 28



Dr. Tula asked how long the students would spend in each country. Prof. Rabel said they would be in the region for six weeks and could spend 3-10 days in any one country.



29 30 31 32 33



Dr. Tula suggested for a 2-day programme some sightseeing then bringing students to mid-sized companies as part of an existing KMUTT programme called the Cornell SMART programme. If they had a week, then some sightseeing in the North of Thailand, plus some projects students could do together such as an education programme training students in schools to improve on national tests, or enhancing the capacity to teach students.



34 35 36



Prof. Rabel said exposure to the Thai corporate sector would be of interest to give students an idea of its diversity and size. He suggested some time with KMUTT and some time with Thammasat to focus on the political or cultural situation.



37 38



Prof. Rabel was pleased with the interest in cooperating and suggested communicating via email with each partner to develop the programme once assurances were received about the funding.
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Mr. Howe concluded that members were welcome to email through their thoughts for inclusion in the final proposal.



3 4 5 6



10. ANU Withdrawal Letter Mr. Howe noted that as per their letter, ANU had withdrawn their membership from GMSTEC as it was not in their interest to continue membership. Mr. Howe had replied to their letter and offered that they could still participate under new structure.



7



Action Item 2: Prof. Dr. Bunthan suggested that GMSTEC look for new members from Australia.



8 9 10 11 12 13



11. Presentation from GMSTEC Members Prof. Dr. Seng Mom gave a presentation called “Toward Preparation for AEC 2015” which included some information about agriculture in Cambodia and how RUA intends to contribute to professional development in that sector through ongoing projects based on multi-lateral MoUs; overseas training for staff (MA/PhD); joint international conferences; “spring school” with Japan; and receiving delegations from within the region.



14 15 16



She suggested two ideas for consideration. To help students prepare for AEC 2015, her first idea was a joint study programme in the Mekong region (spring school), as well as joint field study based in partner countries which would be co-funded by GMSTEC, other funds or by student contributions.



17 18



Her second idea was a joint scientific event to share scientific information and explore further collaboration within the network, supported by GMSTEC.



19



Discussions followed.



20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28



Dr. Tula said that KMUTT is planning to have something similar to the joint study programme to promote student mobility between countries. He suggested that they could find some common courses for students to take and receive transfer credit at GMSTEC institutions. He noted that they would require additional money to support the students, maybe from the government. He said that KMUTT only had one programme in English at the PhD level, so such a programme would have to start small, maybe with three courses for example. KMUTT started to encourage students to go abroad this year to China, Malaysia, the US and Taiwan and now they would like to receive some students. They currently have 12 from Indonesia, and are facing this problem about the lack of English courses. The professors are trying to adapt by creating an English group.



29 30



Dr. Tula suggested they find common fields in the GMSTEC countries, then subjects in those fields so the students can choose where they would like to go and what they could study.



31 32 33 34 35



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom said that RUA was limited in participating as they don’t currently offer courses in English or other international programmes; however, she acknowledged that mobility creates a lot of benefits for students. She said that RUA would receive four students in October from a Thai University. The focus of their studies will be on language and culture so the students will study Khmer at RUA.



36 37



Mr. Howe noted that GMSTEC participated in a scientific event with KMUTT in 2010. There was general agreement that it was a great event and should be held again in the future.
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Mr. Howe said it was a great idea to move students and cross credit courses and noted the challenge is that these courses aren’t already offered in English. Field studies are more flexible than courses so maybe field study between faculties could work if it was relevant to the discipline. He said that any funding or contribution from GMSTEC would only be in the short term and a long term source of funding would need to be found. However, if the costs aren’t too high, there are ways to develop this on a sustainable basis. It also fits in with the ILP but in a regional context.



7 8 9



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut heard talk about a project to offer students from Cambodia, Myanmar, Laos, etc. to study in Thailand for a short period for social return. Dr. Tula said an arrangement between faculties sounds easy to do.



10 11



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom suggested starting with a faculty-to-faculty programme in two countries to keep it simple.



12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19



Mr. Howe suggested that since funds have to be cleared out of the GMSTEC account, any remaining funds could be used to make a contribution to a faculty-to-faculty programme, if the trustees agreed. However, he noted that the account balance wouldn’t be known until the final ILP costs were in. If the trustees agreed to use current funds, it would have to happen before December, or to consider for the future, but the size of the fund will be smaller and less money will be available in the short term. He asked Prof. Dr. Seng Mom whether there were any projects for consideration in the next 6-8 weeks. He said there would only be about $10k in one year, so it wouldn’t be a lot to support this kind of programme but it would be up to the trustees.



20 21



Prof. Dr. Bunthan said that time is short until the end of year and suggested that they could apply to other donor agencies for funding if needed.



22 23



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom noted that it was just a proposal and she didn’t expect full funding from the trustees but would like to make use of the network for a common aspiration.



24



Prof. Dr. Bunthan suggested keeping the idea for next meeting.



25 26 27



Mr. Howe said that if members have particular faculties that want to work together, then they should work on proposals for next meeting. There are many ways partners can help each other. He said it was possible that some NZ academics could participate to make it multi-lateral partnership.



28 29 30 31



Mr. Howe suggested we learn from KMUTT’s experience hosting a conference. Prof. Dr. Seng Mom said RUA also has experience running an international conference and it is important to have a scientific contribution that could be connected to the GMSTEC AGM next year. She asked whether the KMUTT conference was a one off.



32



Dr. Tula proposed we have a regular conference.



33 34 35



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom said that RUA has a regular conference on environmental development. She suggested that GMSTEC contribute to that, in addition to another scientific event, if the concept was of interest.



36 37



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mai suggested it would be hard to organise a scientific conference within this network as individuals in GMSTEC don’t necessarily share a common area.
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Mr. Howe said this was the reason KMUTT chose sustainability and the environment and suggested it could be good to continue along the same theme. Each host could consider whether they could host both the AGM and a conference.



4 5



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut commented that it was difficult to get papers from members and most came from outside the network.



6 7 8



Prof. Dr. Seng Mom agreed that it can be a burden as it creates more work. However, Cambodia wants to upgrade to be part of scientific community. They don’t expect whole funding from trustees, but common interest from members.



9



Mr. Howe said that it is very achievable on a smaller scale.



10



Prof. Dr. Bunthan suggested keeping the ideas to increase our activity for the next meeting.



11



Mr. Howe added that the next host may have some ideas for a theme.



12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20



Dr. Tung provided ideas that NEU is working on, including organising student and staff exchange; developing a joint training programme; joint research. NEU is very good at the first two, but he though they should focus on joint research. For example, develop a joint research topic that is of common interest, undertake the joint research, then organise a joint international conference which is co-hosted by some universities and organisations, similar to KMUTT or the Yunnan/GMSTEC symposium. This would add more value to GMSTEC activities. He suggested a focus on AEC 2015. The GMSTEC meeting could be held on the first day and the international conference on the second day. Collaborating on academic issues would bring GMSTEC activity to a higher level. He continue that GMSTEC would require other sponsors and funding to enable a conference.



21 22 23



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut agreed that this would be possible in the future. She asked about having participants from outside of the network as it is hard enough to get enough papers from within this network.



24 25 26 27



Mr. Howe commented that Dr. Tung’s suggestion provided a good way to overcome challenges by working together. The issue is how to organise the initial research. Previously discussed topics included research symposia, Chinese investment in the Mekong and climate change. He said members needed to take initiative and make it happen.



28 29 30



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Mai suggested the topic could be a platform for AEC 2015 including environmental, economics, politics, and cooperation in engineering. The voice of GMSTEC for external academia will add more value.



31 32



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut suggested each member draft a concept paper to see what could be contributed.



33 34 35



Dr. Tung suggested AEC 2015 with a focus on social science including Asian integration into the world economy, the environment, science and technology and hot topics in each members’ disciplines. Keep the topic broad and go with the strength of each member university.



36 37



Mr. Howe proposed that each GMSTEC meeting have a specific research topic. Half a day could be set aside and each university could bring one academic staff member who would contribute. The
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proceedings would be written up and then we could talk about how to take the next step, or start a research project.



3 4 5 6 7 8



Prof. Rabel noted that many ideas have emerged and adding an academic dimension is an excellent idea, as is having a smaller event focused on a particular theme, for example knowledge transfer or preparations for AEC. An opportunity for PhD students to participate could be built in. He said we should take seriously the idea of adding a half or full day to the AGM to include an academic symposium and deciding how it will advance GSMTEC goals. This would give real academic life to GMSTEC. He proposed that if everyone agrees, that the next host will choose the theme.



9



Dr. Nongpanga asked whether the papers would come from joint research.



10



Dr. Tung said the papers would not be restricted to GMSTEC members.



11 12



Mr. Howe said that if it is only a symposium, then it would be small and would include academics and presentations, not formal papers, only from the network.



13 14 15 16



Prof. Rabel suggested that the event would need to be structured so that it presented an opportunity for academics to collaborate together. They could give presentations on dimensions of the theme and be involved in active discussion, then they can discuss the next possible steps in relation to the theme.



17 18 19



Dr. Ravy asked whether members were aware of the GMSARN focus on IT. They hold an AGM plus a topic/theme which has separate streams and is publicised so any local people can attend, followed by Q&A. It is a successful model. She suggested focusing on members first, then building on that.



20 21 22 23 24 25 26



Dr. Nam said he was not comfortable with the addition of a research section where the topics weren’t relevant or interesting to everyone so not everyone would be interested in attending. Instead, he suggested a session to share common experiences, for example one or two members share curriculum experience, strategy or how to develop a new Master programme. He suggested topics that are of interest at a university level for the AGM, for example UEH is interested in health economics and developing a Master programme, which is relevant to GMSTEC and the member universities.



27 28 29 30



Mr. Howe said this was a helpful idea. Topics would have to make sense for members and the research networks in the region. One year could be economic integration in the region, the next year could focus on a technical science area, the next could be on a generic theme like research performance or new Masters programmes.



31 32 33 34



It was agreed in principal to build on Prof. Dr. Seng Mom’s idea and add on a research theme or academic symposium at each AGM. The GMSTEC host would determine whether they could support a symposium and if so, would also select a relevant topic or theme and each university would bring an academic to participate.



35 36 37



12. Closing Down the Charitable Trust Mr. Howe suggested that any remaining balance from closing down the charitable trust should be donated in the region or used in ways that were discussed today. The balance may be up to $5k and
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trustees can decide how to allocate the money. He asked for members to propose a use for the remaining funds then agree to spend it that way.



3 4



Prof. Rabel suggested allowing an additional student to come to the ILP from the current applications.



5 6



Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong said that the GMSTEG.org domain will expire in 1.5 years so we could pay for 10 years to keep domain.



7



Mr. Howe agreed to do that and that Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong would advise how to do this.



8 9



Action Item 3: Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong to advise how to pay for the GMSTEC.org domain for a further 10 years.



10 11 12



Mr. Howe said that Prof. Rabel’s suggestion was also helpful and that $5k would be an opportunity for one or two more students to join. He stressed that time was short and the money will need to be spent.



13 14



Prof. Rabel proposed a resolution to spend any residual funds remaining on adding one or two students to leadership camp, selected on merit.



15 16



Resolution 5: Any remaining funds in the charitable trust can be used towards adding one or two more students to the ILP, selected on merit.



17 18



13. Next Meeting and Chair Prof. Dr. Bunthan asked who would like to chair the next meeting and mentioned KKU’s interest.



19 20 21 22 23



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Thawalwong agreed that KKU would like to host and the chairman would be the President, with Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong and himself as co-chairs. Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong stated that next year would be the 50th anniversary of KKU and they would like to invite everyone to celebrate the golden anniversary together. He proposed that the topic would be “GMSTEC growth in the ASEAN community and mobility of labour”.



24



Prof. Dr. Bunthan congratulated KKU on being the host of the next GMSTEC meeting.



25 26 27



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut inquired about last year’s proposal to arrange a second GMSTEC conference and suggested that it could take place in 2016 in Bangkok. The topic could be something to complement the response of ASEAN integration in 2015.



28



Prof. Dr. Bunthan recommended that KMUTT host the AGM in 2016.



29 30 31



Mr. Howe asked to what extent mobility of labour was of interest to the members. Prof. Rabel said that academics from VUW could bring expertise or offer a comparative aspect. He said it was a good topic and supported the idea. Assoc. Prof. Dr. Tung agreed and supported the idea.



32 33 34 35



Dr Ravy said that RUPP would have researcher interested in sociology, social work or development studies. Assoc. prof. Dr. Somphone indicated NUOL would have an interest in international development studies. Dr. Nam also liked the idea and could develop this as a research topic as UEH has studies on labour economics.
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Prof. Dr. Seng Mom said economic and rural development or the economics of agriculture would be of interest to RUA.



3



Assoc. Prof. Dr. Woranut said she would convey the ideas to some other faculties at KMUTT.



4 5 6



Mr. Howe suggested that could be enough interest to provide a basis for labour mobility being a good first topic and advised Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong to email out the topic in detail for everyone to respond to so he could formalise the topic and start to prepare for next year.



7 8 9



Action Item 4: Asst. Prof. Dr. Denpong will email out the topic in detail for everyone to respond to so he can formalise it and start to prepare for next year’s AGM. It will relate to GMSTEC growth in the ASEAN community and mobility of labour.



10



Mr. Howe asked Dr. Ravy to sign the addendum to the agreement. She signed.



11 12



Action Item 5: VUW will scan and email the addendum to all members. Mr. Howe will organise the signing of the addendum by Prof. Xian by email.



13 14 15 16 17



14. Closing Mr. Howe thanked RUPP and RUA for co-hosting a very smooth meeting and all members and trustees who attended. He noted that good discussions were had and good ideas about how to facilitate research collaboration among the network were exchanged. He also thanked Prof. Dr. Bunthan.



18 19 20



In closing, Prof. Dr. Bunthan thanked the members, delegates and guests for the day, the long discussions and fruitful results. He also thanked the supporting staff for preparing documents, pickups, organising food, dinner and thank you for everything.
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